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City of Prince Rupert - Cow Bay Development Permit Area Design Guidelines

1.0  INTRODUCTION and PURPOSE

Overview 

The Cow Bay Development Area was established and designated a Spe-
cial Character Area by Council in 1986, to create and preserve this unique 
waterfront area with mixed commercial, recreational and industrial devel-
opment. The intent was to enhance the attractive features of Cow Bay with 
carefully selected commercial, residential, recreational, industrial and in-
frastructure development, that would be compatible with the established 
industrial and marine commercial businesses already in existence there. 

Since the introduction of the Cow Bay Development Area, Cow Bay has 
evolved into a distinct part of Downtown Prince Rupert with a unique 
character and special sense of identity. This is derived by its diverse mix of 
industrial, commercial and tourist oriented uses and in particular, by the 
special character of the many distinct buildings that make up Cow Bay.  
This is a testament to the success of the Cow Bay Design Guidelines in thier 
application to new and renovated buildings. 

Justification

In 2009 as part of a review and update of the Cow Bay Development Area 
Guidelines, the community directed the City to maintain the guidelines 
with a few minor updates and further, to expand the area to which the 
guidelines apply (see Map 1: City of Prince Rueprt Development Permit 
Areas, pp.2). As a further testament to the success of the guidelines, the 
community also expressed a desire to strengthen the Cow Bay guidelines 
by formally adopting them as a schedule to the updated zoning bylaw.

In addition to a few minor updates including recommendations for public 
realm amd streetscape enhancements and the removal of some out-dated 
materials, this update includes a Development Permit Area Designation 
and  DPA Map showing the expanded Cow Bay DPA. 
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INTRODUCTION + PURPOSE

Overview
Cow Bay’s’ existing design guidelines have supported the re-purposing 

of existing buildings in order to foster a diverse mix of uses on Prince 

Rupert’s Waterfront.  The following pages represent suggestions 

from the Prince Rupert Port Authority (PRPA), following a community 

engagement process and visioning exercise for future redevelopment 

in and around the Cow Bay Area. These suggestions, which are for 

consideration, outline a potential framework for future development 

parallel to the waterfront extending west from the existing Atlin Terminal 

and Parking lot. 

The aim is to build on the existing guidelines and ensure all of the 

PRPA’s comtemplated new buildings and public spaces attempt to be 

compatible with the City of Prince Rupert’s requirements, are sensitve to 

the area’s unique identity and rich history and create a meaningful and 

vibrant nucleus for residents, visitors and businesses. 

Justifi cation
The current extent of the ‘Cow Bay Development Permit Area Design 

Guidelines’ focuses on areas of existing buildings surrounding the Cow 

Bay slough. Opportunity exists to adjust the guidelines and extend the 

boundary to the west of the Atlin Terminal to help inform public realm 

and development opportunities currently being explored by the PRPA.

1.0
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Map 1:
City of Prince Rupert
Development Permit Areas
(Form and Character)
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Suggested expansion of the Cow Bay DPA area
Redefi ning the extent of the Cow Bay DPA boundary, to the west of 

the Atlin Terminal and below Mariners Park allows for the potential 

to improve Cow Bay’s connections to downtown whilst increasing 

community waterfront access. The following page highlights a 

suggested adjustment to the current Cow Bay ‘Development Permit 

Area’, to accommodate PRPA’s Cow Bay development vision, which 

was presented to the Prince Rupert Community in May 2012.

In addition, it is suggested that the guidelines potentially vary or have 

different zones depending on the proximity to the slough.  There is 

historical precedent for different treatment and generally smaller scale 

of buildings perpendicular to the relatively shallow waters of the bay 

and slough (Cow Bay + Slough Zone 1) to those parallel to the open 

waterfront extending west from Atlin Terminal (Larger Scale Waterfront 

Zone 2).

EXISTING CITY OF PRINCE RUPERT

COW BAY DPA

EXISTING CITY OF PRINCE RUPERT

DOWNTOWN  DPA

PROPOSED COW BAY DPA EXTENSION TO ACCOMMODATE 

COW BAY DEVELOPMENT LAND PROJECT

SMALLER SCALE 

COW BAY + SLOUGH

ZONE 1

LARGER SCALE 

WATERFRONT 

ZONE 2
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Intent

These guidelines are to be read as positive suggestions regarding the 
form and character of development within the Cow Bay Development 
Permit area.  They have been updated in the interest of maintaining 
and enhancing the existing characteristics of the Cow Bay Area for the 
benefit of both residents and tourists in Prince Rupert.

The overall intent of these guidelines is to ensure new development 
or renovations, in both public and private realms, maintain and en-
hance rather than detract from the unique and established character 
of the area. 

Designation

The lands identified on Map 1:Development Permit Areas, as the Cow 
BayDevelopment Permit Area, are designated under Section 919(1)(f ) 
of the Local Government Act which allows regulation of the form and 
character of commercial, industrial and multi-family residential devel-
opment. The Cow Bay Design Guidelines build on and replace the Cow 
Bay Development Area Guidelines, which were established in 1986 and 
updated in1994.
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Intent
It is suggested the intent of the existing guidelines are enhanced to 

enable signifi cant planned future redevelopment throughout the Cow 

Bay Area. To assist develop the guidelines the PRPA has conducted 

an area analysis, led by a professional design team. Suggested guiding 

design principles have been established, consistent with successful 

waterfront districts, to inform how the design intent of the area could 

evolve. Although simple the principles embody a broad range of urban 

design solutions to ensure the new Cow Bay Area resonates with the 

local community while responding to its unique context, ecology and 

history. These guiding principles act as a ‘testing lens’ for all PRPA 

suggestions in this document. Creating an enhanced and accessible 

waterfront public realm, supported by mixed use buildings, community 

facilities and private business opportunities, whilst showcasing Prince 

Rupert’s rich past and present was identifi ed as a key objective. 

Designation
No Comment

01 

PUBLIC SPACES 

02 

MIXED USE BUILDINGS

03 

DAY/NIGHT/YEAR ROUND ACTIVITY

04 

SENSE OF PLACE 

05

WATERFRONT ACTIVITY

06 

GOOD MANAGEMENT

• Provide a network of waterfront public spaces 

• Pedestrian access given priority

• Well designed public realm

• Traffi c calming measures

• Buildings engage Public Spaces

• Repurpose existing buildings

• Buildings that have multiple uses

• Opportunities for small business

• Encourage around the clock activities 

• Year round destination

• Provide fl exible spaces

• Mixed use development

• Showcase Local Identity + Ecology 

• Build on Existing History + Assets

• Public Art Program

• Publicly accessible waterfront 

• Active use of waterfront e.g. fi shing, light 

industry, tourism, docks, patios etc

• Forge partnerships between community groups

• Creativity & Fun encourages social interaction

• Create program of regular events
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a) To continue the development of the established 
unique urban waterfront character of Cow Bay, 
containing a mix of marine related light industrial 
and commercial activity, specialty entertainment 
and shopping, with opportunities for public rec-
reation and access to the waterfront.

b) To maintain the existing businesses, activities and physical features 
that contribute to Cow Bay's unique character and accommodate 
new developments and new activity in a way that maximizes com-
patibility and positive interaction with existing development.

c) To reinforce Cow Bay's role as a specialty commercial area that is 
complementary to, not competitive with, downtown and the wa-
terfront park/lighting facility area.

d) To provide and enhance attractive, functional links between Cow 
Bay, Downtown and Rotary Waterfront Park.  

e) To encourage businesses and landowners in the area to make  ex-
isting businesses more attractive, acknowledging that some of the 
light industrial and commercial activity is interesting to the general 
public and to visitors, and so could be made more visible and safe 
for passers-by to watch.

f ) To encourage the cooperative participation of landowners and de-
velopers in achieving the aims of the Cow Bay Development Plan. 

The development objectives in the designation of this waterfront char-
acter area are:

2.0  OBJECTIVES

4
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OBJECTIVES

Suggested New Objective
To complement the existing guideline objectives the PRPA would like 

to recommend an overriding ‘educational objective’ which is key to 

defi ning Cow Bay’s identity as it further develops. Cow Bay is where 

Prince Rupert meets the water and symbolically is important as a portal 

to the greater community ecologically, geographically and historically.

New development in Cow Bay provides an opportunity to tell Prince Ru-

pert’s story by integrating public art and educational narrative thought-

fully in the design of its architecture and public realm. This story telling 

and educational objective can provide opportunities to highlight and 

showcase the regions Pioneering History, Industry, Ecology, First Nations 

Culture, Modern day working Port and present day activity - It is the 

objective that Cow bay showcases the entire community’s past, present 

and future.

2.0
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3.0  BUILDING DESIGN GUIDELINES 

APPLICATION  OF THE GUIDELINES

These guidelines are directed toward public and private built forms, 
facades, colour, signage and weather protection. Where feasible, exist-
ing structures in the Cow Bay Core Area should be retained. Renova-
tions of these structures should respect and enhance the original 
character of individual buildings.  Both existing buildings and new 
structures should incorporate the following guidelines, in order to at-
tain the desired character.

CHARACTER

New structures should have a maritime character which, where appro-
priate, can be achieved through the use of piling and deck rather than 
landfill and by linking buildings with boardwalks and dock.

5
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BUILDING DESIGN 

Character - Referencing and interpreting the past
Cow Bay’s unique waterfront character is born from a strong industrial 

marine past and a close relationship to the water. New buildings and 

public realm should respect both the scale and authenticity of the re-

maining original structures and reference the areas pioneering past and 

rich history. To assist develop a contextual identity appropriate to Cow 

Bay’s future development the PRPA has conducted an analysis of Prince 

Rupert’s historic waterfront buildings.  Common design characteris-

tics of historic buildings were identifi ed to inform new buildings design 

approach. It is recommended that all buildings adopt the characteristics 

indicated regarding, scale, form, structure, daylighting, materials, 

ornamentation and expression.  It is intended that the guidelines 

for this new ‘contemporary industrial vernacular’ architecture result in 

buildings that embody the boldness, spirit, and simplicity of historic 

Cow Bay waterfront structures.  It should be emphasized that the sug-

gested approach is NOT to make things look old, but instead implies 

a clear framework of fl exible ‘rules’ that allows room for a variety of 

interpretations. This ensures the integrity and authenticity of Cow Bay’s 

historic buildings is maintained while new development is meaningfully 

expressed by relating to the older buildings without copying them. This 

approach further develops the intent of the current ‘Cow Bay Design 

Guidelines’ which proposes new structures have a maritime character, 

articulation of building forms and incorporates bright colours. 

3.0
Suggested new building type:

contemporary industrial vernacular

scale   relates to existing fi shing industry buildings

form    modular & economical accommodates multiple uses 

structure    exposed wood or steel

daylighting    controlled window openings except at grade

materials  durable - appropriate to climate and usage

ornamentation authentic industrial expression

expression  simple - functional - bold - confi dent

01 rail industry 02 fi shing industry 03 logging industry 04 shipping industry

1 MODULE

05 military
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FORM AND SCALESloping Roofs

New buildings should be developed with small scale building forms.

Developments should appear to consist of many small buildings 
rather than large singular buildings.

A variety of forms, rather than a repetitive form, is preferred.

Sloping roofs are preferable to flat roofs. 

False fronts on buildings can transform a bland shape into an interest-
ing one.

False Front

6
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Form and Scale
New building forms are recommended to be demonstrated as 

consistent with the ‘Contemporary Industrial Vernacular’ building 

characteristics identifi ed on the previous page. New building forms 

should refl ect the areas tradition of simple, functional, industrial forms. 

Forms are also recommended to respond to issues of sustainable 

design regarding orientation, sun exposure, and energy effi ciency while 

ensuring select views are maintained.

The scale of all new buildings should relate to and complement existing 

historic precedents allowing for a variety of scales and articulation in 

response to pre-existing conditions. Past buildings situated directly on, 

and parallel to, the waterfront were typically larger in scale refl ecting 

their industrial use and their requirement for access to deeper water. 

These buildings were surrounded by smaller support buildings where the 

shallower water entered the Cow Bay cove.
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MATERIALS

The use of materials already common in the Cow Bay area is recom-
mended, such as shingles, horizontal siding, and painted metal clad-
ding.

The use of stucco should be avoided.

Uniformity regarding the application of materials is recommended.

Shingles

Horizontal
Wood Siding

Metal 
Cladding
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Materials
Materials, their detailing and application are recommended to be 

demonstrated as consistent with the ‘Contemporary Industrial 

Vernacular’ building characteristics previously identifi ed. This 

recommendation suggests the use of authentic, natural materials 

that celebrate the area’s historic and industrial character which are 

appropriate to the regions climate. Materials such as Wood, Metal, 

and Shingles are suggested in their natural fi nish and complemented 

and contrasted by bold uses of colour in select areas and buildings. 

Synthetic materials such as vinyl siding or those that simulate authentic 

materials should not be permitted to ensure the integrity of the area.  

The use of ‘residential’ materials, detailing and features should not be 

permitted
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WINDOWS AND DOORS

NOT THIS
Large 

Scale Win-
dow Panes

THIS
Small Scale 

Window 
Panes

Small scale window panes should be used rather than large store-
front glazing.

Typical wood, steel, or painted aluminum window frames are all 
satisfactory.

The use of sliding windows and doors should be avoided; french 
doors are preferred.

French Doors
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Windows and Doors
Windows and Doors, their detailing and application are recommended 

to be demonstrated as consistent with the ‘Contemporary Industrial 

Vernacular’ building characteristics previously identifi ed. Grade 

level glazing, fenestration and door confi guration should encourage 

greater visibility to a building’s interior activities to assist animate the 

public realm. Large operable doors and windows, consistent with 

the waterfront’s industrial history are encouraged to help provide 

connections between a building’s interior and exterior public realm 

interface. Above grade building levels should offer a greater proportion 

of solid exterior building envelope to transparent glazed openings. Roof 

windows are permitted and encouraged to get light into deep fl oor 

plans. Exact sizes and confi guration of windows and doors should be 

based on building use and orientation. The use of ‘residential’ window 

and door materials, detailing and features should not be permitted.
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CANOPIES

Canopies for weather protection are recommended.

Industrial types of canopies are encouraged and "commercial/
retail" types should be avoided.

Metal awnings, but not fabric awnings, are encouraged, prefer-
ably industrial looking glass and steel

THIS
Metal  Awnings

NOT THIS
Fabric Awnings

Industrial Type Canopy
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Canopies
Canopies their detailing and application are recommended to be 

demonstrated as consistent with the ‘Contemporary Industrial 

Vernacular’ building characteristics previously identifi ed. Simple canopy 

design expressions, consistent with the waterfront’s industrial past are 

encouraged for weather protection throughout Cow Bay. The use of 

‘residential and retail’ type canopies, detailing and features should not 

be permitted.
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The continuity of wall and roof colour is preferred where buildings are 
clad in metal.

Wood finished buildings should be painted colours rather than natu-
ral stains.

Bright colours (e.g. blues, greens, reds, yellows) are preferred over 
browns and greys and other earth tones.

COLOUR

EXTERIOR STAIRS AND HANDRAILS

Wood or painted steel is recommended.

Stairs and handrails should be tied in with boardwalks and decks.

The use of aluminum "residential" type balustrades should be avoid-
ed.
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Exterior Stairs and Handrails
Exterior Stairs and handrails, their detailing and application are 

recommended to be demonstrated as consistent with Prince Rupert’s 

marine environment and the ‘Contemporary Industrial Vernacular’ 

building characteristics previously identifi ed. The use of ‘historic or 

residential’ type stairs and handrails should not be permitted. 

Colour
Colour selection and application is recommended to be demonstrated 

as consistent with the Prince Rupert marine environment and the 

‘Contemporary Industrial Vernacular’ building characteristics previously 

identifi ed. Buildings of natural fi nished materials such as wood and 

metal should be permissible if adequately detailed to be robust to 

accommodate signifi cant rainfall and when coloured accents are 

considered. 
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LIGHTING

SIGNAGE

Signage is encouraged to be varied and at a size and scale that is ori-
ented towards pedestrians. 

Fascia signs should be bold.  Painted or cut out lettering on back-
ground is encouraged with front lighting for highlighting. Exterior 
flourescent lighting is also encouraged. 

Industrial rather than ornate graphics should be used.

The use of projecting signs are encouraged to add texture.

The use of back-lit, plastic face, aluminum box type signs should be 
avoided.

Carved wood signs are not encouraged in this industrial precinct.

Flush 
Mounted 

Fascia 
Sign

Exterior incandescent industrial fixtures are encouraged; these should 
be surface mounted on walls, roofs and canopies.

Low level illumination and maritime type fixtures are encouraged on 
deck areas or handrails.

Doorways and signage on buildings should be illuminated.

Industrial 
Light Fixtures

Blade 
Signs 
Hung 
from 

Canopies
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Lighting
Lighting fi xture application and materials are recommended to be 

demonstrated as consistent with the ‘Contemporary Industrial 

Vernacular’ building characteristics previously identifi ed. The use of 

‘historic or residential’ type fi xtures should not be permitted. Special 

lighting should be considered adjacent public focus areas.

Signage
Signage, their detailing and application are recommended to be 

demonstrated as consistent with the ‘Contemporary Industrial 

Vernacular’ building characteristics previously identifi ed. It is suggested 

that signage be scaled and oriented to the pedestrian and graphics 

used should interpret the industrial heritage in a contemporary 

manner. Utilising authentic bold use of materials and colours should 

be encouraged. The use of ‘residential’ type signage and building 

numbering should not be permitted.
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APPLICATION  OF THE GUIDELINES

The following guidelines are directed toward public improvements, 
streets, parking, landscape, public floats, docks and public focus areas.

The intent is to maintain the industrial character of the street spaces.

The streets should restore their open and curbless character.

Old railway tracks should be retained wherever possible (with level 
crossings as required to facilitate vehicular movement) to reference 
the areas rail histroy.

AREA CHARACTER

12
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PUBLIC SPACE & INFRASTRUCTURE

Application of the Guidelines 
It is suggested that the application of new guidelines ensures the Cow 

Bay Area’s public realm and street-scape is clearly delineated as unique 

and different from the remainder of Prince Rupert’s urban street-scape.

Area Character
The intent of the design guidelines should ensure the functional indus-

trial character of the area is enhanced, accommodated and integrated 

into the public realm in order to recognize its past and continued use as 

a working port. Industrial functions and mixed community uses should 

be highlighted and showcased rather than hidden whenever possible, 

including machinery, servicing, port activities, structures, and utilities.

Streets should be restored to an open, curbless character refl ective of 

the industrial function of the place. This is appropriate to a marine light 

industrial area where vehicles and pedestrian activities can be designed 

to co-exist.

4.0
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The intent is to introduce "matter of fact" landscaping into the Cow Bay 
Area in order to give greater spatial identity to streets and open spaces.

A tree planting program should continue to be encouraged throughout 
the Cow Bay Area where appropriate.

New parking areas should include street trees around the perimiter and 
within. 

LANDSCAPING

The intent is to provide identifying graphics for the area.

The continued use of graphics and colour to identify this area as a 
unique area in Prince Rupert should be considered.

GRAPHICS

13

Use of decorative banners 
and maratime/industrial light 
poles and fixtures should be 
expanded throughout the Cow 
bay Area

Pennant and flags on "ships 
mast" standards should be con-
sidered at strategic locations.

Murals consistent with the 
theme and history of Cow Bay 
are encouraged where there 
are appropriate opportuni-
ties such as along blank walls 
and on boards adjacent to the 
bluffs.
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Landscaping 
The landscape and planting approach should capitalize on existing port 

character, topography and materiality while utilizing native, functional 

vegetation wherever possible. Planting should refl ect the native species 

of all zones of vegetation including supporting those in the intertidal 

zone. Planting beds are suggested to be designed as an integral part of 

the stormwater management system, providing fi ltration, sedimentation 

and slowing the peak discharge rate.  A tree planting program of 

appropriate species should be continued and encouraged throughout 

the Cow Bay Area to increase canopy cover, provide shelter and create 

a diversity of scale between pedestrians and buildings. New parking 

areas should include street trees around the perimeter and should be 

designed as pocket parking between planted areas at frequent intervals 

along the street whenever possible.

Graphics
It is suggested that graphics be scaled and oriented to the pedestrian 

rather than vehicles. It is recommended an overarching graphic identity 

plan be created for the site that consistently interprets industrial heritage 

in a contemporary manner, Utilising authentic bold use of materials and 

colours. Consistent and distinctive signage standards for directional, 

way fi nding and identity signage types for all modes of traffi c (vehicular, 

bicycle and pedestrian) should be developed.
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NEW - Public Art & Storytelling
It is suggested that public art and narration be integrated throughout 

the public realm to assist with showcasing the community’s culture, 

rich history and diverse ecology. To this end the curation of a cohesive 

public art strategy for the entire Cow Bay Area is important. This will 

allow pre-identifi ed locations for art and storytelling to be developed 

and showcased. Curated art pieces or historical displays should focus 

on educational components of the site and should strive to provoke 

and understanding of the past, and speak to the communities diverse 

history, traditions and culture through a modern interpretation of today’s 

existing context.  Expressions of culture should similarly be integral to 

the site, incorporated into building facades, paving techniques, canopy 

form and general building materiality rather than purely independent 

structures or displays.
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PUBLIC FOCUS AREAS

The intent is to further enhance the following three estalished public fo-
cus areas within Cow Bay: 1) the foot of McBride Street, as a tourist focus; 
2) Third Avenue at the intersection of McBride Street, as a gateway from 
the retail core into the Cow Bay Area, and; 3) the Cow Bay lookout as a pe-
destrian vantage point over Cow Bay with pathways linking down to the 
fish plant area, Cow Bay Road, and back to the sunken gardens on Market 
Place. 

Public art, public seating, planter pots, hanging baskets, area banners and 
special paving materials should be prioritized for these public focus areas. 

The use of gravel as road surface material should be minimized in high pe-
destrian traffic areas. The use of special paving materials such as stamped 
concrete or pavers is encouraged over the use of asphalt.

Curbs should be used only to control vehicular movement where required 
but should not be considered as part of the conventional streetscape.

Existing rail trackage should be retained where  possible as a reference to 
the areas rail history.

The intent is to maximize parking in the area in a manner that does not 
detract from the physical character of the area.

Parking should be located convenient to existing and new uses. Signage 
should direct people to available parking areas.

Communal parking should be encouraged in the area rather than small 
parking areas for individual developments.

PARKING

ROADS
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Public Focus Areas
Additional opportunities for a network of connected public focus points 

and spaces are suggested throughout Cow Bay. Physical connections 

and visibility to smaller focal points and existing ones throughout the 

Cow Bay development should be enhanced e.g. an enhanced public 

realm and potentially connecting to Pacifi c Mariners Memorial Park. 

Maintaining views from focus points and encouraging permeability of 

structures will be key in grounding the site to its surrounding context.  

The PRPA is suggesting a new major waterfront community public focus 

area be located near to the existing Atlin Terminal to act as a gathering 

space for the community while accommodating seasonal tourist 

demands. The community plaza will be largely covered and weather 

protected while maintaining the visibility of weather patterns. 

Parking
A range of improvements (including seating, planting, site furnishings) 

and integrated graphic design standards, public art and landscape 

planting should be prioritized for these areas. The materiality should 

refl ect the functional nature of the port and the activities carried out 

along the waterfront. 

Roads
See next page
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Roads
A signifi cant shift is recommended by adjusting the design of Cow Bay’s 

street-scape environment from being vehicle focused to becoming 

pedestrian focused where traffi c and pedestrians safely co-exist. A 

variety of design treatments should be adopted to assist this transition. 

It is suggested speed limits through Cow Bay are incrementally reduced 

from 50kmph at the perimeter to 30kmph immediately upon entry to the 

area, and 20kmph in key focal areas. It is recommended a 4 way stop 

be introduced at the intersection of 1st avenue and Manson Way and 

other intersections if deemed appropriate.  It is recommended roads 

should be designed to adopt known traffi c calming methods including 

appropriately reduced lane widths (suggested 3050mm minimum for 

duel lane and 4500mm one way).  Paved road surfaces and a variety 

of textures should be adopted over asphalt and distinction between 

pedestrian spaces and vehicle rights of way should be identifi ed through 

paving techniques rather than lines and curbs. It is noted that past road 

building in Cow Bay has not consistently adopted the existing ‘curbless 

environment’ guideline. It is strongly recommended that a curbless 

environment be instituted where possible. Curbless environments and 

narrower streets are synonymous with known traffi c calming techniques 

and safe pedestrian environments and are integral to their success.  

Street right of ways should be designed to be shared with pedestrians 

with the potential to close and provide expanded public realm 

opportunities in key areas. Additional methods including landscaping 

buffers, parallel parking, bollards, planting beds and differentiation in 

paving techniques should be adopted to safely identify rights of way 

and pedestrian areas. Bollards and street scape paving design and 

materiality should refl ect the industrial nature of Cow Bay and existing 

rail tracks should be retained where possible as a reference to the areas 

rail history. Rail alignment through the site should be used as a guide for 

informing the public realm.
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The intent is to maintain a waterfront character for sidewalks and water-
front walks.

Wood docks on piles should be maintained and expanded where pos-
sible to improve public access to the water's edge.

The use of traditional wood boardwalks should be expanded. The use of 
synthetic materials consistent with the look and feel of the established 
wooden boardwalks and dock structures in the Cow Bay Area, but more 
durable and with better traction, is encouraged.

The use of brick and other special paving materials is encouraged.

SIDEWALKS and WALKWAYS

Streetlight standards should be maintained in the character of the 
maritime industrial use of the area.

Repainting of existing streetlights should be considered.

Pedestrian walks on the waterfront edges should have low level illu-
mination with a distinctive maritime character.

AREA LIGHTING
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Sidewalks and Walkways
Sidewalks and walkways should refl ect the industrial port nature. 

They should be curb-less where possible and differentiated by paving 

treatment. Boardwalks and raised structures are encouraged along the 

waterfront. Walkways should be integrated into the existing topography 

and highlight natural features along the edge of the site including 

exposed rock and banks.

Materials should be authentic and appropriate to the areas historic past 

and ensure that traction and safety is effectively maintained. Wood 

products and all surface treatments should be durable and appropriate 

to Prince Rupert’s northern climate, and marine environment

The use of alternative paving techniques including brick, cobblestones, 

pavers and stamped concrete is encouraged.

Area Lighting
Streetlight standards should be maintained in the character of the 

maritime industrial use of the area. Different scales of lighting should be 

encouraged to highlight buildings, planting and paving details. Lighting 

incorporated into planting areas, bollards and canopies is encouraged.

Streetlights should be made of materials that speak to the areas 

character and past. Wood and raw durable materials are preferable.

Pedestrian walks on the waterfront edges should have low level 

illumination with a distinctive maritime character. Industrial structures, 

topography and ground plains should be highlighted by appropriate 

lighting
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The intent is to respond positively to and preserve views of the har-
bour and other prominent natural features within the Cow Bay Area.

Public views of the harbour should be maintained, particularly from 
public focus areas (see pg. 14).  This can be achieved by siting build-
ings to not block views, and maintaining a low building profile that 
allows views over to the harbour. 

Prominent topographic features and public views of them, most no-
tably the bluffs along Cow bay Road and the slough at the foor of the 
Bay, should be preserved rather than obscured. 

New development should respond positively to natural topographic 
features by, for example, locating development to not block views of 
them, or stepping buildings to match the slope.
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NATURAL FEATURES, TOPOGRAPHY 

AND VIEWS

The intent is to respond positively to and preserve views of the harbour 

and other prominent natural features within the Cow Bay Area. Perme-

ability of buildings is encouraged. Strategic placement of gaps between 

buildings and angles of building edges and roof lines should highlight 

views of the surrounding context and maximise sun exposure to the 

public realm. Sight lines from the water approach should also highlight 

distinctive structures and features within the site. 

Prominent topographic features and public views of them, most notably 

the bluffs along Cow Bay Road and the slough at the fl oor of the Bay, 

should be preserved rather than obscured. Lighting, paving techniques, 

planting and adjacency to these features can all be used as strategies to 

highlight rather than obscure features. Topography should be highlighted 

through structures and ground plains that respond to both the natural 

grade change and the human-made topographical changes throughout 

the site. Enhancing the juxtaposition of the bluffs and the fl at boardwalks 

in combination with steps or access points to the water that refl ect a 

more natural topography will create a better understanding of the sites 

history.

New development should respond positively to natural topographic fea-

tures by, for example, locating development to not block views of them, 

or stepping public spaces to respond more closely to the natural to-

pography. Using structures that accommodate the movement between 

grades by highlighting the change rather than attempting to hide or in-

corporate it should be encouraged, for example industrial themed stairs 

or ramps which transition between the pier level and the waterfront or 

the piers to the upper park level.

5.0
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contemporary industrial vernacular 

weather protection

durable natural materials

colour

transparencyappropriate scale & articulation

authentic timeless quality
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vertical circulation

appropriate details

street trees

beginnings & endings

waterfront access

special features

permeable edges

vehicles & 

pedestrians 

co-exist

special paving

weather 

protected

public space

soft landscaping
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storytelling

fi rst nations

sculpture

suggested - public art & storytelling

heritagetexture

atmosphere

ecology

makingwaterfront industry

community history toldfi shing
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